Easy hiking route

Forau d'Aigualluts

The most classical excursion of the Valle de Benasque

- **Duration (only the ascent):** 50-60 min.
- **Difference in height:** from 1,725 to 2,000 m.
- **Level:** Easy

This route starts at the Besurta which is located at the end of the valley, in the heart of the Natural Park Posests-Maladeta. The path starts at the end of the Besurta's car park, the path is indicated by dark green and light green marks. Above, on the right hand side, a part of the Maladeta glacier can be seen. After a few minutes, you arrive in a bifurcation. Keep following the green marks as earlier, not the yellow and white tags as they go to the Renclusa refuge. Continue walking until you arrive at a large plain called the “Pllan de Aigguallut”. Here you will find el Forau d’Aigualluts, a big abyss where the mountain water filters and disappears, reappearing in the Vall d’Aran.

If you continue along the Forau, on the left you can admire the impressive waterfall and in the large field la Tuca de Aiguallut (a sharp peak) can be seen and on the right, the magnificent Aneto peak (3,404 m), the highest peak in the Pyrenees.